SS&C and Blue Prism

The combination of Blue Prism’s market leading
RPA solutions, and SS&C’s top position in the financial
services and healthcare industries will yield increased
business value for customers and shareholders

Highlights
 lue Prism and SS&C have a common strength on servicing customers from highly regulated industries. The combined
B
product portfolio will immediately increase value to our existing customers
T he combined portfolio addresses a broad cross section of the capabilities required for Intelligent Automation, including
RPA, Process Discovery, Low Code App Design, Business Process Management (BPM) and Intelligent Services
T he combination of Intelligent Document Processing capabilities between Chorus and Blue Prism Decipher will increase
the scope of use cases that rely upon extraction of data from documents
T he combination of SS&C Chorus BPM and Blue Prism’s RPA capabilities will enable the support for both complex and
simple processes to be designed, orchestrated and managed at scale
 lue Prism and SS&C are both committed to supporting a flexible deployment model and will combine resources to
B
accelerate towards enhanced and additional cloud offerings
 lue Prism’s Digital Exchange offers a marketplace that enables the extension of core product capabilities, opening up
B
opportunities to provide customers with greater access to solutions and integrations, across the SS&C portfolio

About Blue Prism

About SS&C Technologies

Blue Prism is a global leader in intelligent automation for the
enterprise, transforming the way work is done. Blue Prism has
users in over 170 countries in more than 2,000 businesses,
including Global 2000 and public sector organizations, that
are creating value with new ways of working, unlocking
efficiencies, and returning millions of hours of work back
into their businesses.

SS&C is a global provider of investment and financial softwareenabled services and software focused exclusively on the
global financial services industry. Founded in 1986, SS&C has its
headquarters in Windsor, Connecticut and offices around the
world. Some 10,000 financial services organizations, from the
world’s largest institutions to local firms, manage and account
for their investments using SS&C’s products and services. These
clients in the aggregate manage over $44 trillion in assets.
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